Abstract. Tracing a computation is a key method for program comprehension and debugging. Hat is a tracing system for Haskell 98 programs. During a computation a trace is recorded in a file; then the user studies the trace with a collection of viewing tools. Different views are complementary and can productively be used together. Experience shows that users of the viewing tools find it hard to keep orientation and navigate to a point of interest in the trace. Hence this paper describes a new viewing tool where navigation through the trace is based on the program source. The tool combines ideas from algorithmic debugging, traditional stepping debuggers and dynamic program slicing.
Hat and Its Views
A tracer gives the user access to otherwise invisible information about a computation. It is a tool for understanding how a program works and for locating the source of runtime errors in a program. Hat is a tracer for the lazy functional language Haskell 98. Hat combines the tracing methods of several preceding systems [12, 3, 4] . Tracing a computation with Hat consists of two phases, trace generation and trace viewing: First, a special version of the program runs. In addition to its normal input/output behaviour it writes a trace into a file. Second, after the program has terminated, the user studies the trace with a collection of viewing tools:
-hat-detect provides algorithmic debugging, that is, semi-automatic localisation of program faults. Trace viewing consists of the system asking questions about the computation such as "Should factorial 3 = 42?" which the user has to answer with "yes" or "no". After a series of questions and answers the debugger gives the location of a fault in the program.
-hat-trail enables the user to follow redex trails; the user explores a computation backwards, from an effect -such as output or a runtime errorto its cause. Trace viewing consists of the user selecting expressions whose parent, the function call that generated the expression, is then displayed. 
main = {IO}
sort "sort" = "os" × putStrLn "os" = {IO} sort "ort" = "o" × insert 's' "o" = "os" √ 's' <= 'o' = False insert 's' "" = "s" In algorithmic debugging the user states that some nodes of the EDT are correct, that is, the reduction of the function agrees with the semantics the user intends the function to have. Other nodes the user declares to be incorrect. A node that is incorrect but whose children are all correct is faulty. The definition of the function reduced in this node is faulty and needs to be modified. This localisation of a program fault is intuitive: if a function call yields an incorrect result, but all the calls made from this function call are correct, then the definition body must be faulty. In the EDT of Figure 2 some nodes have been declared as correct ( √ ) and some as incorrect (×). The double framed node is faulty, so is the part of the definition of insert giving rise to it.
While answering questions about correctness with "yes" or "no", the user traverses the EDT. Entering "no" makes a child of the current node the new current node (If the node has no children, the aim of debugging has been reached, because the current node is faulty). Entering "yes" makes the next yet unvisited sibling of the current node the new current node (if all siblings have been visited, then the next yet unvisited sibling of the parent is chosen, and so on). However, the user of an algorithmic debugging tool is not meant to be aware of these non-trivial navigation steps, but shall just answer the questions.
3 Source-Based Free Navigation through the Evaluation Dependency Tree
Basically hat-explore is a tool for free navigation through an EDT. The EDT is a complete representation of a computation. While navigation via "yes"/"no" answers is fairly complex, it is straightforward to provide simple navigation through the tree via the cursor keys: up to the parent, down to the first child, and left and right to siblings. Most importantly, however, the program source can provide good orientation while traversing the EDT. The call-by-value structure of the EDT ensures that the EDT reflects the program structure. If f . . . = . . . is the reduction of a node, then the redexes of its children are all instances of the definition body of the function f . Figure 3 demonstrates this property.
sort "t" = "t"
sort "" = "" insert 't' "" = "t" sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs ) The display of hat-explore is divided into two parts: the current reduction and the source. In the source the call site of the redex of the current reduction is underlined. Optionally the definition site of the function of the redex is also highlighted, but usually definition site and call site are far apart in the source and having more than one source window would be confusing. The call site is a smaller, more specific fragment of the source than the definition site. Additionally, this fragment is directly surrounded by the call sites of the redexes of the siblings of the current reduction. The call sites of the siblings are highlighted differently from the current redex. When the user changes the current reduction via left or right cursor keys, only highlighting changes in the source.
In contrast, a move to the parent via cursor key up or to a child via cursor key down usually requires a complete change of the displayed source, because parents and children are further away.
A Stack for Context
Experience showed that after some navigation users still often lost orientation. They knew the call site of the current reduction, but a single call site is possibly used very often in a computation. More contextual information about the current reduction was needed. So a stack of parents was added to the display of hatexplore. It shows the descendants chain of reductions from main = {IO} down to the current reduction as last element. Every time the user moves down to a child this child is pushed on the stack, every time the user moves up to a parent an element is popped from the stack. Hence the stack is displayed upside down, with the top element in the bottom line.
==== Hat-Explore 1.0 ==== Call 1/2 ============================== main = {IO} sort "sort" = "os" In practice reductions are much larger than in the small sorting example; a single reduction may cover several lines. Hence only a small number of reductions can be shown at a time. Experience shows that in most cases the last few reductions are sufficient for orientation in the EDT.
Source-Based Algorithmic Debugging
hat-explore still supports algorithmic debugging. The user can declare if the current reduction is correct or incorrect with respect to their intentions and also change and take back any previous such declaration. Several colours are used in highlighting: correct reductions are green , incorrect ones are yellow , unknown/undeclared ones are blue . When the tool identifies a reduction as faulty, it is highlighted in red .
==== Hat-Explore 2.00 ==== Call 1/2 ============================= main = {IO} sort "sort" = "os" sort "ort" = "o" sort "rt" = "r" insert 'r' "t" = "r" ----Insert.hs ----line:
insert x (y:ys) = if x <= y then x : ys else y : (insert x ys)
Declaring the (in)correctness of the current reduction is separate from navigation; it does not automatically navigate to a new reduction. Thus the user is free to declare (in)correctness of reductions in any order. In practice it is often much easier to recognise an incorrect reduction than being sure that a reduction is correct. hat-explore allows the user to look at all children of a redex, determine that one of them is incorrect, and continue exploring that reduction, without having to consider the correctness of its siblings. The user might not even rely on algorithmic debugging at all but just use declarations of (in)correctness as memory hints.
Program Slicing
Algorithmic debugging is based on the principle that if a node of the EDT is incorrect, then a faulty node must be amongst this node and its descendants, that is, the bug is in that subtree of the EDT. If a subtree of this subtree has a correct node as root, that subtree can be subtracted, the faulty node must be in the remaining subtree. During algorithmic debugging the faulty subtree is cut smaller and smaller, until it is reduced to a single node, the faulty node. Instead of only highlighting the faulty node, after it has been identified, hatexplore can also highlight the whole subtree in which a faulty node must be. So hat-explore highlights the definitions of all functions that are reduced in this faulty subtree. While the user declares nodes as correct or incorrect, this slice of definitions that must contain a fault keeps shrinking. The shrinking of the current faulty slice shows the user that they are making progress, it may quickly exclude large parts of the program, possibly parts that had been wrongly suspected, and when the faulty slice has become small the user might spot the fault straight away without even having to continue algorithmic debugging to its end.
==== Hat-Explore 2.03 ==== Call 2/2 | faulty slice | complete === main = {IO} sort "sort" = "os" sort "ort" = "o" 
Smaller Faulty Slices and Code Coverage
The faulty slice can be made smaller without additional input from the user. When the faulty subtree of the EDT contains a reduction f . . . = . . ., it is not necessary to add the whole definition of function f to the faulty slice. For a specific reduction usually only parts of the definition body of the reduced function are evaluated because of pattern matching, conditionals and lazy evaluation. The fault can only be in that part of the definition that was actually evaluated for that particular reduction. Evaluated parts of the definition are the call sites of the children plus demanded values.
1 hat-explore optionally only shows this smaller faulty slice. In our example program the "else" branch was never evaluated for the current, incorrect reduction.
Unfortunately it is no longer true that the fault has to be within the faulty slice. The fault may also be within the patterns on the left-hand-sides of the defining equations. 2 The fault might even be that an equation that should be there is missing. This last possibility cannot be expressed well by highlighting any slice at all. ==== Hat-Explore 2.03 ==== Call 2/2 | faulty slice | executed === main = {IO} sort "sort" = "os" sort "ort" = "o" By declaring the root reduction of the EDT, main = {IO}, as incorrect and asking hat-explore to highlight only the evaluated faulty slice, we can obtain the slice of the program that was evaluated at all during the whole computation. So hat-explore can serve as a code coverage tool.
----Insert.hs ----line: 3 -------------------------------------

Trusting
Hat supports a notion of trusting modules. The computation of these modules is not traced [3] . By default all Haskell standard libraries are trusted. The reduction of a trusted function is still recorded in the trace. For example, length "hi" = 2 may be recorded, but not its recursive call length "i" = 1. So leafs of the EDT can be reductions of trusted functions. hat-explore assumes by default that these reductions are correct.
Trusted functions can be higher-order and the functional arguments may be normal untrusted functions [9, 5] , for example map myInc [1, 2, 3] = [2, 3, 4] . In that case the reduction of the trusted function can have children, namely the reductions of the passed untrusted functions. So map myInc [1, 2, 3] = [2, 3, 4] has the children myInc 1 = 2, myInc 2 = 3 and myInc 3 = 4. In general trusting causes parts of an EDT to be "cut out", even out of the middle of the tree. If a trusted reduction has children, it cannot be assumed correct by default.
The children of trusted higher-order functions have call sites within trusted modules. Displaying these call sites would contradict the idea of a trusted module whose implementation is irrelevant.
3 So when the current reduction is the child of a trusted reduction, hat-explore highlights the call site of the trusted parent instead of the child; this in a different style to indicate the different situation. The children of such a reduction without call site are again reductions with call site. So there is no danger of the user losing orientation because they might have to make a long sequence of navigation steps without highlighting of call sites.
==== Hat-Explore 2.03 ==== Call 2/4 | faulty slice | executed === main = {IO} sort "sort" = "os" foldr insert [] "sort" = "os" insert 'r' "t" = "r" 
----FoldrInsert.hs ----line: 3 --------------------------------
Constants
A constant definition, such as nats = [0..], has to be handled specially in the construction of an EDT. In a computation the definition body is only evaluated once and the value is shared by all calls (i.e. uses) of the constant in the program. The algorithmic debugger Freja [5] does not include the reduction of a constant at its call site, but produces a forest of EDTs, one EDT per constant definition (the definition of main is a constant definition). This approach would complicate free navigation. Hence in hat-explore there is only a single EDT with the EDT of a constant inserted at its call site. The EDT of the constant is shared by all call sites, so that the EDT is no longer a tree but a directed graph. Navigation into the EDT of a constant is natural. Where to go back up is also uniquely identified by the information in the stack.
Because constant definitions may be (mutually) recursive, the EDT may be cyclic. Algorithmic debugging only works for trees or acyclic graphs. It is currently the responsibility of the user to be aware that algorithmic debugging may not be able to locate a faulty reduction within the computation of mutually recursive functions. The faulty slice is still correct, but it may never shrink further than a set of mutually recursive definitions.
Implementation
hat-explore has been implemented in about 1000 lines of Haskell. It also uses a library for accessing the trace that is shared with other viewing tools.
The Hat trace is a complex graph of expression components. The reconstruction of an EDT from this structure is described in [12] . For the efficiency of hat-explore it is important that a small part of an EDT can be constructed easily from reading only a small part of the trace. So both memory and time costs for the construction of the small part of an EDT that is demanded by the user in a single interaction step is independent of the generally huge size of the trace. Only determining the faulty slice is expensive. It requires traversing the whole faulty subtree of the EDT in the trace. Hence the user can turn off this feature.
The algorithmically most complex part of hat-explore is the handling of source slices. A slice is a set of source locations, where a location consists of start line and column and end line and column. hat-explore comprises an abstract data type of slices with several functions for combining and subtracting slices. Slices are used to highlight parts of the source while excluding subexpressions. In an extreme case an application has to be highlighted, without highlighting its function and arguments. The slice for highlighting can be obtained by subtracting the locations of the subexpressions from the location of the whole application. In the case of an application only the space between the function and the arguments may remain in the slice.
To support hat-explore, Hat required two extensions: Originally the trace contained for each recorded expression and each defined function the filename, line and column where it starts in the source. Now Hat records a full location that also includes the line and column at which such an expression or definition ends. Second, now a trusted reduction in the trace has an explicit list of pointers to its children. In the past, hat-detect used an incomplete approximation algorithm to determine children; to find all children for certain, a time consuming search through most of the trace would have been required. Both extensions only needed a small number of changes to Hat and benefit other viewing tools besides hat-explore.
hat-explore has a simple textual user interface based on text interleaved with ANSI escape sequences for various forms of highlighting. This user interface is portable and was easy to implement. Nonetheless it has its limitations; in particular, different highlighting of nested expressions yields output that is hard to read. For this purpose multiple underlining similar to the old redex trail browser [10] would be more suitable.
Related Work
Using hat-explore reminds of using a classical stepping debugger for an imperative programming language, such as DDD 4 . The debugger highlights the current execution line. The user can go one execution step, moving to a line which was called from the previous line. Alternatively, the user can go to the next line, skipping the execution of all function calls. hat-explore provides the same navigation on expression level. So the source-based navigation model of hat-explore has already been proved useful for imperative languages. Furthermore, users of these stepping debuggers can build on previous experience when moving to hat-explore.
Algorithmic debugging [8] has been the starting point for hat-explore. There exist several algorithmic debuggers for lazy functional languages [5, 12, 7] . They all allow more direct navigation through the EDT then via "yes"/"no" answers but they do not encourage free navigation. They do not use the source.
Program slicing is a well-known technique for analysing and particularly debugging programs [11] . The faulty slice of hat-explore (both with full defini-tions and with evaluated expressions only) is a dynamic slice in that sense, with the reduction of the root node as slicing criterion. Nonetheless the faulty slice does not fit into the program slicing framework, because it is not determined by any backwards or forwards flow, but by the structure of the EDT.
In [6] a slicing method for a core of the Haskell-like functional logic language Curry is described. Although the slicing criterion is also based on a reduction, these slices are not related to EDTs and the authors do not claim that a fault has to be within a slice. Their trace structure [1] , although also called redex trail, differs in several points from the Hat trace. In particular, parent pointers have a different meaning; they do not point to an EDT parent and hence it is doubtful that an EDT can be reconstructed from this trace structure.
Conclusions and Future Work
hat-explore is a new trace viewing tool for the Hat system that enables the user to navigate freely and intuitively through the trace of a Haskell 98 program. The display of the source together with a stack of reductions for the context give good orientation. The tool combines algorithmic debugging with program slicing and the user interface of a traditional stepping debugger. Initial informal feedback from users has been positive.
hat-explore always starts with the reduction of main. Although paths through the EDT are only logarithmic in the size of the tree, a reduction of interest may still be far away from the root. Other viewing tools may give quicker access to the reduction of interest. It will be simple to extend these tools so that the user can directly switch to hat-explore to start at the reduction of interest. Because faults are often not far from the observed error, the feature of hat-trail, to start directly at the reduction that raised a runtime error or at a reduction that produced part of the program output, will also be added to hat-explore. It is possible to integrate hat-trail fully into hat-explore, but the resulting tool might be too complex to use. Alternatively, hat-trail could be extended by source-based orientation facilities.
The Hat system gives important insights into the internals of computations of Haskell programs. Nonetheless there is still much work to do. Hat still does not support all types of programs well. This paper demonstrates that it is relatively easy to extend the Hat system by a new viewing tool for which it was not designed originally. Hat provides a modular framework for further exploration of tracing systems.
